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What is humin? This is a subject of great importance, yet a matter which has not received due attention and 
therefore necessitates further studies. On its most basic level, humin is defined as the “fraction of the humic substances 
insoluble in an aqueous solution at any pH value.” Humin comprises just over 50% of the organic carbon C in soils, more than 
70% of organic C in unlithified sentiments, and therefore occupies an important pantheon in natural systems.  

To further understand humin and its overall importance, it is vital to consider its geochemical dynamics. In the 
biogeochemical C cycle, humin is located at the point within the cycle, wherein organic C “produced in the 
biosphere crosses over to be produced as part of the geosphere” (Rice 849).  A number of biotic and abiotic 
processes occur during early diagenesis. These processes transform organic tissue (produced by photosynthesis in the 
biosphere) into organic substances which “ultimately become part of the processes operating in the geosphere 
during later stages of organic metamorphism” (Rice 849).  Part of this process consists of removal of labile 
components of the organic C input into soils or sediments” (Rice 849). Not only does humin occupy a 
distinctive place on the biogeochemical C cycle, but a significant portion of a range of anthropogenic organic 
chemicals bind quickly and irreversibly to it. This highlights humin’s unique characteristics and its vital role within soil 
chemistry. And yet, there are questions left unanswered about humin’s chemical nature. 

Soil scientists have frequently classified humin as HA complexed to inorganic colloids or clays, given that both 
share a similar elemental composition. However, humin has also been labeled a high molecular weight polymer, 
a lignoprotein, or plant and fungal residues in differing stages of decomposition. A closer look at some of its 
particular characteristics may offer some better answers. 

Humin is the residual organic C remaining in a sample following the extraction of HAs and FAs. As mentioned 
previously, it possesses a great amount of functional carbons. Humin contains alkyl chains and carboxyl groups, 
and pipoglycan is present at a significant level in the humin, thus supporting higher microbial contributions. In 
addition, according to Rice, it is difficult to examine humin’s organic components, except through specific 
methods entailing chemical degradation of humin, and solid state C-NMR. 

In spite of the lingering questions, there has been significant progress towards better understanding the 
uniqueness of humin. A number of studies have attributed a particularly aliphatic nature to humin. An early C-
NMR study from 1980 concluded that “a repeating aliphatic structural unit, possibly attributable to branched 
and cross-linked algal or microbial lipids”(Rice 851) was common to both sediment and soil humin samples. 
Other studies have also emphasized this uniquely aliphatic character. Researchers Rice and McCarthy using 
their work with the MIBK (methylisobutylketone) method, have demonstrated that humin’s aliphatic components 
corresponded to extractable and bound lipid components, rather than the bound HA component. The bound 
HA is significantly lacking in aliphatic character, especially when compared to the HA and FA isolated from 
the same soils.  

Other studies nationally and internationally have sought to shed further light on this unique matter. Dr. Eric 
Lichtfouse with the French National Institute for Agricultural Research also proposed an ideal model by which 
to form humin. In 1995, Dr. Lichtfouse, while conducting studies, was surprised to discover that soil humus 
was often “enriched in C-13 relative to soil matter” (385). Lichtfouse suspected the presence of aliphatic 
biopolymers in the soil, concluding that soil microbes feeding on C-enriched amino acids and sugars should 
therefore biosynthesize C-enriched biopolymers. His model involved several specific processes: “Selective 
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preservation of microbial straight-chain biopolymers, physical encapsulation of apolar substances by weak 
forces, and chemical binding by covalent bonds” (Lichtfouse 385). Lichtfouse also went a step further in 
attempting to address key questions, namely the key molecular structures of humin, along with the dynamics 
of bonding forces. 

To place this into perspective, many scientists have posited three major hypotheses in an attempt to explain the 
formation of soil organic matter: The plant alteration, the microbial, and the chemical polymerization hypotheses. In 2007, 
Dr. Lichtfouse took a so-called “biomarker” approach (utilized largely in sedimentary geochemistry). He and his team 
isolated humin from a maize crop soil vis-à-vis solvent extraction to remove free lipids, by NaOH extraction 
(for the removal of humic and fulvic acids), and lastly through HF/HCl treatment, thus removing minerals. Humin 
residue was pyrolyzed at 600 C and the pyrolysate was “fractionated into alkane/alene and aromatic fractions 
by silica gel column chromatography” (Lichtfouse 1). Fractions were analyzed through gas chromatography, 
coupled to mass spectrometry. Lichtfouse and his team identified n-alanes, n-alkenes, prist-1-ene, sterenes, 
hopenes, and aromatic steroids within the humin pyrolysate.  

The results revealed some fascinating dynamics: According to Lichtfouse’s findings, stabilization of soil humic 
substances can be attained through selective preservation of lipids. This is comprised of three processes, 
according to Lichtfouse: “encapsulation of small apolar molecules, chemical bonding of functionalized 
biomarkers, and preservation of  straight-chain microbial polymers” (Lichtfouse 1). These processes are 
relevant to issues pertaining to behavior of apolar xenobiotics and soil, as well as numerous other media such 
as food, waters and sediments, which can hold major implications for our understanding of soil organic matter 
specifically and the dynamics of soil chemistry in particular. 

What can we say about humin? It occupies a significant place in the biogeochemical C cycle, and therefore in 
the realm of soil chemistry. It is seemingly aliphatic in nature and over time scientists have attempted to address 
the vital questions: What is the nature of the binding of OM to mineral matter? How do components interact with each other 
in this unique and dynamic process? How can we reach a better understanding of its overall nature? Studies such as Lichtfouse’s 
have made significant headway in addressing these issues. However, there are further discoveries to be made, 
and we continue to study this unique matter for further understanding. 

 

Our INNOVATIVE and Applied Discovery 

For the past three decades, I have had the opportunity to conduct applied on-farm and laboratory research with 
many humic companies. Besides becoming better-versed in the scientific side of the equation, I gained a great 
deal of wisdom experience from my work with growers, field advisors, and scientists worldwide. Over the 
course of my three decades, I observed that with the exception of some expensive and lab procedures (most 
narrow in scope) humic companies have been unable to solubilize humin on a large commercial scale. Following 
extraction of humic and fulvic from various ores, many companies are forced to dispose of the residual humin 
via landfill or through environmental means, at great cost and inconvenience. However, through our innovative 
methodology, we were able to solubilize the humin fraction by creating different functionalities and converting the product to an 
entirely soluble form. 

If we unlock the humin matrix, we will therefore unlock the other hidden components of the soil-carbon 
equation. It is a biosignature of soil organic matter, and during soil formation, it is a storehouse for nutrients. 
Its higher molecular sizes create organomineral complexes in conjunction with humic and fulvic. It creates ion 
exchange capacity, Ph buffering and water-holding capacities. More importantly, it protects the soil surface 
from crusting and erosion and improves soil tilt. Our own innovative studies have allowed us to take significant 
steps in unlocking these hidden components, thus enhancing our knowledge of the soil-carbon equation. 

Our innovative extraction method solubilizes humin and functional carbons and this fragments and settles 
insoluble particles. Samples of our water-soluble humin materials were characterized by Gel Permeation 
Chromatography (GPC). The molecular weight distribution, according to evaluations by EAG Laboratories clearly 
demonstrate that we were able to defragment different variations of molecules, ranging from a high of 905,000 to low of 1,010.  
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In addition, our NMR studies have demonstrated a chemical shift from 161.4 to 46.3, indicating aromatic or 
olefinic C=C,  many sucrose carbons, ranging from C1 to C6, along with aliphatic CN. In the final analysis, as 
I mentioned, our studies have allowed us a far better understanding of humin chemistry and its overall 
applications, thus allowing us to address a range of important matters with widespread implications, namely salt 
remediation in soil and water, erosion control mediums for sediments, post-range fire medium treatments, bioremediation for carbon 
spills in contaminated soils, nursery container growth mediums, stabilizing mediums for cut-slopes, and enhancing soil’s biological 
activities. 


